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The team of Parallax Design Studio loves 'design' in 
all its manifestations and constantly strives to push 
its boundaries in both its projects and products 

est led among the lush hi lls of Alibagh, 
Au relia is located on an envious vantage point; 
It ai ms at total serenity, especially the kind that 
celebrates its surrou ndings 

Cover Story 
Bengaluru-based Sanctuary Architects 
& Interior Designers have designed the 
perfect office for themselves 

s.v 
By embracing the traditional 
techniques and collaborating 

with the modem-age systems, SA 
constantly strives to push 

the envelope 
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SEPTEMBE 
In the ferocious summers of Surat, DWG Architects 
zeroed In on a large brick curtain wall as a device to 
o ect the heat of the sun from this bungalow 

'OS" oshl Kanemaki is a Japan based 
sc_ o;or renowned for his bizarre yet li felike 

'.o:xJ" sculptures 
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By Namrata Jain 

Hotel Moments Budapest sits advantageously 
w ith St Stephen's Basilica and the Opera House, 
both a short stroll away 

68 
Tropical 
Paradise 
Revisi ted 
Nicobar is a space one needs to visit not 
for shopping but to experience a beau --' 
amalgamation of contemporary Indian 
and a global Indian spirit 



BLURRED 

Designed by C.F.Moller, Villa Rypen is a symphony 
composed of nature and raw minimalism 

Queensland's tropical strip is home to 
some of the oldest continuously 
su rvivi ng rain forests on ea rth, which 
predate the Amazon forest by millions 
of yea rs and boast of flora and fauna 
not found anywhere else on the planet 

DUBUN 
A DESIGN DESTINATION 

Armed w ith expert craftsmanship, unrestrained 
creativity and a commitment to the best 
susta inable building practices, Surfside Projects 
designs homes that enable clients to engage 
wi th the outside as much as the inside 

12 HomE REview September 2017 
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Renovate & Decorate 
Renovate your abodes as festi ve season 
hits town with our latest coverage on 

products and so lutions across categories of 
lighting, paints, wa ll coverings, home decor 

and accessories 

Designed by Aangan architects, this charming 
farmhouse in Dumas, Surat, far away from the c' 1 ! 

chaos, is designed to bring in whiffs of fresh air fr 
its ambient orchards 

SEPTEMBE 
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Hella Jongerius and her team bring in 
unexpected dashes of colour, texture and context 
to everyday pieces, making them stand out in a 
crowd of product designs 
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Eclectic styles, va ried themes, upcoming tren 
come together in our newly launched seg m 


